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Iain Moran 

Preface: 

I 
 

t’s my pleasure and honor to introduce you one of the most talented card 
men of this days. As I read his miracles with a deck of cards, the only 

phrase that I can say is, “No way, man, How can I do this trick? 
Well, sit down, take your deck of cards and enjoy this fantastic routines. 
If you want to contact Iain, this is his email address: 

 
 

iain@themagicweb.net   
 
 

José Muñiz 
Buenos Aires, Argentina 
September, 2001 
 

 

 
Iain´s Picture
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Iain Moran 

The Assembly From 
Another Angle 

 
Effect: 
 
The four Queens are removed along with twelve indifferent cards. The Queens are 
placed in a diamond formation of the table, and three cards are placed on top of 
each. One at a time two of the Queens vanish from their packets and reappear in 
the leader pile. The Magician claims he will repeat this procedure with the last one. 
To make it more difficult he gives the last Queen and its three indifferent cards to 
the spectator to hold in their hands. However, as a surprise the performer makes 
the Queens vanish from the leader pile and end up in the packet the spectator is 
holding. 
 
Performance: 
 
The laydown: 
 
Arrange two similar cards on the face of the deck (for example the eight and nine 
of clubs). Spread through the deck and up jog each Queen as you come to it for 
half of its length. Your right hand moves over the Queens from above, the fingers 
at the left long edge, and pivots them clockwise around the left second finger. As 
this is happening the left thumb pushes over the face card of the deck and takes a 
break under it. In a continuing action once the queens are free, the right hand 
brings them on top of the deck to square them, at the same time pick up the card 
above the break. Table the five card packet face up. Remove any twelve spot 
cards and table the remainder of the deck, it will not be used again. Pick up the 
spot cards face down in left hand dealing position. Flip the Queen packet face 
down on top of the spot cards, and deal them in a diamond formation as follows 
(figure 1). The first card goes to position C, the next to B, then A, and finally D. 
Though due to the extra card only the cards at A, B and D are Queens, the card at 
C is a spot card and the forth Queen is on top of the thirteen card packet. You will 
place three cards on top of each Queen starting at D and moving anti-clockwise. 
For the last packet (A), you will be left with four cards, which you must display as 
three. Simply hold the last two cards together as one, before placing them all on 
top of the Queen. 
 
Check point (from the top down of each packet): 
 
(A)  Four spot cards and one Queen 
(B)  Three spot cards and one Queen 
(C)  Four spot cards 
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(D)  One Queen, two spot cards and another Queen 
 
Before The Journey: 
 
Before the first Queen travels, you need to reposition the Leader packet (D) as 
follows. Pick up the packet face down in left hand dealing position. Remove the 
bottom card (Queen), flash its face before tabling it face down at (D). You have 
now three cards in the left hand. Transfer the top card of the three cards packet to 
the bottom. You will now employ Ed Marlo's Olram subtlety to show three spot 
cards as follows. Slide the out the bottom card and take in the right hand thumb on 
top, fingers below. Both hands turn palm down displaying their cards, and then turn 
palm up again. The left hand thumbs off the top card of its pair on top of the Queen 
already at (D). The right hand continues the move by dropping its card on top of 
those, and finally the left hand flashes its remaining card dropping it on top of all. 
 
The First Queen: 
 
Pick up the packet at (C) in left hand dealing position. The right hand deals the top 
three cards one at a time face up. The card that remains is also turned face up 
using the fist through fist flourish as follows. The left hand turns palm down, as the 
thumb pushes the card through the fist to show an indifferent card, the Queen has 
gone (figure 2). 

Figure 1.                                                       Figure 2. 
 
Drop it on the other three spot cards at position (C). Pick up the leader packet in 
left hand dealing position and deal the top card face up angled to the left as shown 
(figure 3). Deal the second card neatly on top, conclude by showing the last two 
cards are both Queens. Drop the Queens on top of the two spot cards and turn the 
entire packet face down again in the same position, still at an angle.  
 
The Second Queen: 
 
To make the next Queen travel, perform an Angle palm change, as follows. Pick up 
packet (A) in left hand dealing position. Deal the three cards face up at (A). This 
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leaves a double card, which you hold as one in left hand dealing position (figure 4). 
Turn it face up displaying the Queen. Perform the fist through fist flourish as you 
did with the first Queen, care must be taken to ensure the double does not 
separate. As soon as the card emerges from the fist (face down), the right hand 
takes it with the thumb laying across the outer short end, with the fingers curled 
below. The left hand turns palm up again, as it does the right thumb pushes the top 
card of the double to the left, just enough for the left hand to take it (figure 5). As it 
does the card lying on the right fingers is taken in to angle palm. This action is  
identical to the Utility swipe in The Aces Pop (Ego, Issue 2). Without pausing, the 
left hand turns palm down once again executing the fist through fist flourish. Notice 
that during this action the right hand is directly above the leader packet (figure 6). 
 

Figure 3      Figure 4 

Figure 5.                                                      Figure 6. 
 
As the card emerges from the left fist to display a spot card, the right hand 
descends on to the leader packet dropping its palmed card on top of the four cards 
already there (figure 7). Obviously all the attention should be directed to the card 
emerging from the fist, which is dropped on top of the other three at position (A). 
Pick up the leader packet face up in left hand dealing position and show it contains 
three queens as follows. Thumb off the face Queen in to the right hand, followed by 
the second which is taken below the first spread to the left. The left index finger 
buckles the bottom card of its packet. This will allow the right hand to take the two 
cards above the break as one, below the two cards the right hand already holds. 
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Note the double is slightly 
is placed on top of the right hand packe
left hand dealing position, taking care not
second Queen has completed its journey. 
 
The Surprise Ending: 
 
Obtain a left little finger break above the bo
jogged double. With the right 
three cards to the right. Notice the right 
packet and curl beneath it (figure 9, 

in jogged (figure 8). The remaining card in the left hand 
t, which is turned face down and taken in 

 to disturb the in jogged double. The 

ttom three cards, by lifting up on the in 
hand over the packet, the left pinky pivots the lower 

fingers extend over the front edge of the 
from below). The left hand approaches the 

ght, the only 

 
whenever you have cards c

Figure 9.                                                        Figure 10. 

packet and grips it thumb on top, fingers bel
bottom cards are angled to the ri
the left hand deposits the two cards on t
cards back in to angle palm position. This is 
Again I must mention that 
must be parallel to the ground at all times.
transferred in to a modified lateral palm, by
on the outer left corner allowing your thum
 

ow, at the inner left corner. As the 
cards it can grip are the top two. As 

he table, the right fingers push its three 
similar to the steal from The Aces Pop.

oncealed in angle palm, they 
 The angle palmed cards are going to be 
 simply placing your right second finger 

b to move out of the way (figure 10). 

Figure 7.                                                        Figure 8. 
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This transfer is made while the left hand picks up packet (B) in to dealing position. 
The right hand moves over the left hand cards and places its lateral palmed packet 
top (figure 11), retaining a left pinky break between the packets. Immediately the 
left hand turns palm down, displaying the Queen on the face of the packet (figure 
12), which the right fingers remove, and place face down on the spectators palm. 
The left hand turns palm up once again, and the right hand moves over it. Your left 
pinky angles the three cards below the break to the right and as before these are 
pushed back into angle palm, as the left places its three cards on top of the Queen 
the spectator is holding. Ask him to place his other hand on top of them. As you do 
this, gesture towards the packet in your left hand, and place your right hand over it, 
dropping the palmed cards on top (figure 13). Make a magical gesture over the 

ader packet and deal the top card, still face down at position (D), deal the next 
one on top of it side jogged to the left, and the third is dealt on top jogged even 

Figure 11.                                                      Figure 12. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

le

further to the left. This will leave a double 
take the double, thumb on top fingers below
of the three tabled cards (figure 14), wit
packet face up. As long as you keep t
times the double will remain in perfect alig
audience expected to see four Queens, inst
the person holding the packet, and they us
their cards to discover they have all four Queens. 
 

card in your left hand. The right fingers 
 and scoop it under the right long edge 

hout pausing use the double to flip the 
he left long edge touching the table at all 

nment. This will be a huge surprise, the 
ead they see four spot cards. I look at 

ually without any prompting will look at 
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Figure 13      Figure 14 
 
 
Credits: 
 
This is my handling of Father Roger Crosthwaite's routine The Assembly from 
the Rogers Thesaurus video.  I liked the original handling but was uncomfortable 
with a couple of parts, including the ending, hence the reason for this offering. 
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Iain’s Interchange 
 

ffect:E  

he four Queens are removed and signed by a spectator. The Magician removes 
e Ace, Two, Three and Four of Hearts, and places them into four different 

ockets. One at a time the Queens  change into the A, 2, 3 and 4, and the Queens 
re removed from the pockets. A perfect transposition. 

et Up:

 
T
th
p
a
 
S  
 
You will need an extra A, 2, 3 4 of Hearts matching the deck you will be using. 
Arrange them as follows from the top down: 
 
3H (Face down) 
2H (Face down) 
AH (Face down) 
4H (Face up) 
 
Bridge this packet as shown (fig 1), and insert them under the cellophane wrapped 
around the card case on the half moon cut out side (See Airmail from Manchester). 
Place the deck in to the case and you are ready to perform the effect any time 
during your p

nce:

erformance. 
 
Performa  
 
Preliminaries: 
 
You will add the four card packet to the deck using the same handling from the 
Airmail card (shuffled deck version). The only difference being that in this routine 
the deck is placed on to the card case face up which will add the cards to the top of 
the deck. 
 
Removing the Eight Cards: 
 
Remove the four Queens in black, red, red black order and hand them the 
spectator to sign them. As they are doing this, up jog the A, 2, 3 and 4 of Hearts 
from the deck (not from the added packet) Keeping the Heart cards out jogged, flip 
the deck face down in to left hand dealing position. If you press down with your left 
thumb at the outer left corner, you should find that because of the bridged packet 
the four cards will lift up at the inner right corner enough to obtain a left little finger 
break below them. Strip out the Heart cards pivoting them around the left second 
finger and turn them face up. They are not squared with the deck at this point. You 
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must rearrange them in A maintaining the left little 
finger break. Square the retly pick up the cards 
above the break and obtain an Erdnas kets (figure 2). 

deck, it will not be needed again. 

                                            Figure 2. 

proaches the packet and grips only the cards below the break. 
e right hand to move the cards above the break, very slightly, 

rward. The right fingers move over the front edge of the packet, and turn it over, 

isplaying the Queens:

, 2, 3, 4 order from the face, still 
 packet over the deck, and sec

e break between the pac
Table the 
 

Figure 1.             
 
The left hand ap
This allows th
fo
end for end. The right thumb presses down on the in jogged cards, allowing the left 
little finger to take a break. Pick up the Queens (which should now have been 
signed) and place them face up on top of the left hand packet. 
 
D  

Spread over the four Queens and in jog the third one from the face, very slightly 
with your left thumb (figure 3). Your right fingers reach in to the break and flip all 
the cards above it face down. Your right hand, from above, presses down on the in 
jogged card and turns palm up to flash the Queen on the face. Table the packet 
face down. 
 
Position Check

 

: 
 
Right hand packet (All cards face down) 
 
Red Queen, Red Queen, Black Queen, Four, Three, Two, Ace     
 
Tabled Packet: 
 
Four (Face down), Ace (Face up), Two (Face up), Three (Face up), Black Queen 
(Face down). 
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Pocketing the A, 2 3, 4: 
 
The right hand turns its cards face down and executes an Elmsley in jogging the 
third card in the process. With the cards in left hand dealing position pick up on the               
in jogged card and  lift off the top two cards as one, from above in the right hand 

of  

 
ver the packet pushing down on the in jogged card taking a break above it. Once 

 two before placing it in the 
ner left pocket face towards the body. Take the packet in the right hand from 

Figure 3       Figure 4 

he Transpositions:

(figure 4). Show the face of the card(s) 
Face towards the body. Turn the packet 
bottom card via a buckle.  You will peel 
you do so, the bottom card will be taken wit
over the packet from above fingers at t
taking over the break. The left thumb stre
place while the right hand pulls
must be taken to align the two with the botto
Immediately the left thumb peels 
hand will be holding two cards as one whic
and the packet is turned over maintaining 

and place it in the right out side pocket. 
face up and obtain a break above the 
f the two in to the left hand, though as

h it as follows. The right hand moves 
he outer end and thumb at the inner end 
tches across the packet holding the two in 

 out the cards above the break to the right care 
m card as the packet is pulled away. 

off the three on top, in jogging it slightly. he right 
h are placed on top flush with the two 

the in jogged card. The right hand moves
o
again the right finger lift off the double displaying the
in
above. The left hand approaches and peels off the top card shows its face (three of 
Hearts) and places it in the outer left pocket. Your right hand holds a double card 
which the left hand takes at the inner left corner, thumb on top fingers below. The 
left hand turns at the wrist showing the four, and places it in to the inner right 
pocket face away from the body this time. 

 
T  
 
Ace: 
 
Pick up the tabled packet face down and execute an Elmsley count showing the 
Ace face up. With the packet in left hand dealing position, push the top card in to 

e right hand then the next card on top of it. Place these two cards under the 
acket, this will leave the Ace on the top.  

th
p
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Two: 
 
Obtain a break under the bottom two cards via a double buckle. Push over the Ace 
taking it in the right hand thumb above and fingers below. The right fingers reach 
inside the break taking the Two, which is a double card, under it spread to the left. 
Push over the last two cards adding them to the fan also. This shows the two has 
also changed places and turned face up (figure 5). 

Figure 5.                                                         Figure 6. 
 
Three: 
 
Take a break above the bottom card and perform a buckle count as follows. Push 
over the Ace, then the Two, spread as bef
break taking the Three and the card under
which remains face down under the sp
 
Four: 
 
Push over the top three card
dealing position. You will turn this double 
move. As it is explained earlier in The Ac
The left second finger bends under the double at
far as it can go. It then moves gently 

ore. The right fingers reach in to the 
 it as one. Finally take the last card 

read. The Three has changed places. 

down double in the left hand 
card face up as one using a Dai Vernon 
es Pop, I will only mention it briefly here.

 the outer right corner almost as 
upwards, causing the double to slip away

s, which will leave a face 

 

 
from the b  be 

rned face up, still in perfect alignment. Immediately place this double face up 
d displaying the four Hearts that were apparently in the 

ase of the left thumb, if you now extend the left fingers the double will
tu
under the right hand sprea

ockets. p
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Removing the Queens: 
 
 
Hold the packet in to right hand from above. The left hand angles the bottom card 

 the right (figure 6, from below). The right second finger contacts the outer left 

thumb (figure 7). The left hand 
bends inwards at the wrist, which will take the bottom card in to palm position. The 

 

e  
 

 in to the 

to
corner of the bottom card. The packet is then transferred to the left hand palming 
the bottom card in the left hand in the process, as follows. The left hand 
approaches the packet palm up with the fingers pointing towards 2 O'clock. The 
third finger tip touching the outer right corner of the angled bottom card. The inner 
left corner is pressing against the base of the left 

packet is then placed over the palmed card hi
hand is now free to reach in 
the outer of the two cards 
above. The left hand with its 
removing the palmed card showing the s
transferred to the left hand dealing pos
left pocket showing the third Queen. Fina
above, and the left hand reaches
Queen. Bringing the routine to its conclusion. 

ding it from view (figure 8). The right 
to the outer right pocket removing the Queen, which is

it contains. The packet is taken by the right hand from 
palmed card reaches in to the outer left pocket 

cond Queen. Once again the packet is
ition, so the right hand can enter the inner

lly the right hand takes the packet from 
inner right pocket and removes the last 

 
Figure 7.                                                        Figure 8. 

 
Comments: 
 
Despite the lengthy description the routine is actually quite short in performance. It 
is one of my favorites routines. I almost always use it as a closer. Several versions 
have been published though I believe this to be one of the most effective and also 
easiest.  
 
Credits: 

his is based on Jerry Sadowitz's routine The More Things Change from his book 
lternative Card Magic. Jerry's version spawned quite a few others notably, Guy 

 
T
A
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Hollingworth, Gary Kurtz, David Solomon and Edward Marlo. My handling is based 
 can be found in his book Solomon's Mindon the Solomon routine, which

Though his version required
.  

 the use of gimmicks and ended by the cards 
ansposing again. tr
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Just Making A Point 

Effect: 
 
A card is selected from a shuffled de
having a large circular hole cut from its 
selection in between the jokers. When t

 
(Of Departure) 

 

ck. Two jokers are introduced, each one 
center. The spectator himself places his 

he Magician flicks the three card packet, 
the chosen ca  to reappear 

versed in the middle of the deck.  
rd visibly vanishes from the between the jokers, only

re
 

equired: R
 
4 Jokers 
1 double back card 
1 thick card (two cards glued together) 
 regular deck 

hold the Jokers. The type used to carry packet tricks.  
1
A wallet to 
 
Preparation: 
 
Cut a hole a little smaller than a British ten pence or an American quarter in the 
center of all four Jokers (figure 1). Ensure that the holes line up with each other. I 

 will need to attach a flap to the back of one of the Jokers, the 
flap is made by cutting a square from the center of, either an Ace, three or five. It is 
stuck to the Joker Using masking tape (figure 2). 

Figure 1.                                                         Figure 2. 
 

make the holes using a compass cutter, which can be obtained from most good 
art/craft shops. You
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It should be positioned gether with a second 
Joker, and the flap open le from one side, and 
the back design from the oth

Figure 3.                                                        Figure 4. 

so that when the gimmick is placed to
ed, the center club pip should be visib

er (figures 3 and 4). 

 
Set Up: 
 
Place two normal Jokers inside the wallet, and wrap an elastic band around it. 

rrange the following cards from the top down: 

ard 

 
A
 

ouble backed cD
Gimmicked Joker (face up) Flap opened 
Normal Joker (face up) 
Thick card 
 
Slip this packet under the elastic band wrapped around the wallet. Have a regular 
deck to hand, and you can begin. 
 
Performance: 
 
Adding the packet: 
 
Bring out the deck and force ei
suit you have made the flap). I usually use 
which can be found in Unexplainable Acts
is looking at his selection,
Remove the elastic band, which will a
Remove the jokers from the wallet and hand 
table the selec

ther the Ace, two or three of clubs (or whatever the 
Gary Kurtz's handling of the slip force 

 by Richard Kaufman. As the spectator
 bring out the wallet and place it on top of the deck.

e prepared packet on top of the deck. 
out the Jokers for examination, and 

 
 

dd th

 
 

tion. As this is being done, pocket the wallet. 
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The Vanish: 
 
Have the spectator pick up the selection and place it face down in between the two 

ree 
 the 

 
from above, while the left t

 

end, thumb on er (gimmick) 
rward very slightly this will create a ledge for the right second finger to catch in 

ent. It is vital that the hinge on the flap is at the outer end, otherwise it 
rk. The right second finger flicks the top Joker sharply upwards, this will 

stantly close the flap and the selection seems to vanish (figure 5, shows an 
oon 

iscover. Without pausing pivot the Jokers 180 degrees, which will position the flap 
hand, the fingers covering the flap 

igure 6), flash its back then table it face up. In a continuing action the left hand 
its Joker, which the right hand takes, and slides under the 

ay. 

The Reappearance:

face up Jokers. At the same time obtain a 
cards, this is made automatic by riffli
sandwich placing it face up on top of t
showing through the hole in the Jokers. You now ha
cards. As you explain that due to the holes
flip all the cards above the break over on t
the top two in the right hand 
 
From the spectators point of view
selection actually resides third from the t
up. To effect the vanish, hold the packet ti

left little finger break under the top th
ng up to the thick card. Take back

he face down deck, the face down selection 
ve a break under the top six 

, the selection will always be visible, you 
op of the deck. Immediately lift off only

ables the deck face down. 

, nothing appears to have happened, though his
op of the tabled deck. Turn the packet face 

ghtly with the left hand at the inner short 
 top, fingers below. The left thumb pushes the top Jok

fo
just a mom
will not wo
in
exposed view). There is a knack to this, which is easily acquired as you will s
d
at the inner end. Take the top one in the right 
(f
flashes the back of 
tabled gimmick. Both cards are placed aw

Figure 5.                                                        Figure 6. 
 

All that remains is for the right hand to cut the deck, which will centralize the 
election face up, though I usually employ an Allan Acke

 
 

rman ploy as follows: 
he right hand approaches the tabled deck from above, but in a planned accident, 
 only picks up roughly half, and drops them in to the left hand, the right hand 
llows up by picking up the remaining cards placing them on top of the left hand 

s
T
it
fo
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half. The deck is now spread between the hands, to reveal the reversed selection. 
s the selected card is still between two of the Jokers, care must be taken not to A

expose the holes in them as the selected card is removed, just keep the spread 
fairly tight towards the center and you will have no problems. 
 
Comments: 
 
If you want to perform the routine with a signed selection, just make sure the 
spectator doesn't sign near the center of the card. If this worries you could have 
them sign a sticker instead, which you then attach to the selection near one of the 
nds. As long as it won’t be visible through the holes it doesn't matter. e

 
Credits:  
 
This effect is based on an effect by Richard Kaufman, Derek Dingle and Ken 
Krenzel which appeared in Richards Almanac Magazine. It was reprinted in the 
Complete Almanac by Richard Kaufman. 
 
Since the original version was published, several variations have appeared in print 
(notably Anthony Owen in the Dungeon Magazine). However, my handling 
introduces a different construction. Instead of stealing out the selection, I switch the 
entire sandwich, which means that the Jokers can be examined at the start of the 
routine. And of course allows the spectator to sandwich his card between the 
Jokers himself. 
 
 

Manufacturing rights strictly reserved by the author. 
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I Dreamed A Dream 
 

Effect: 

 mystery card is removed and placed to one side. The four queens are also 

equired/Set-up: 

 
A
removed. A card is then selected and signed, and placed amongst the queens, 
where it instantly vanishes in the cleanest manner possible. The mystery card that 
has been in view the entire time is turned over, it is the signed, selected card. 
 
R  

ou will need the following: 

 Thick double backed card (two cards glued face to face) 

he deck in this order, from the top down: Regular QS, QD, Special 
acked card  (facing as in fig.1), Regular QC, Thick double backed card, Double 
ce card (9H side up), and finally the Normal double backed card, followed by the 
st of the deck  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 
 
Place the deck in the case, making sure you know which way around the special 
backed card is facing, this is very important. I usually place the Ace of Spades on 
the face of the deck so I know when the ace is pointing towards me, the cards must 
be the correct way around. 
 

 
Y
 
1 Regular deck 
1 Doubled backed card 
1
1 Card showing QH on one side and two backs on the other. From this point on, I'll 
refer to this as the special backed card ( figure 1). 
1 Double faced card. Mine is QS/9H. All that matters is that it is a spot card on one 
side, and a picture card on the other. 
 
To Begin stack t
b
fa
re
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Performance: 
 
Setting the Scene: 

emove the deck (special backed card once again facing as in figure 1, and 

inner 
hort end. You are supposedly just removing a few cards, no mention is made of 

 are placed face down at the lower right corner, neatly 
quared. 

he Force:

 
R
execute a couple of false cuts, before removing the top card (QS) explaining that it 
is a mystery card, and will not be touched again until the end of the trick. Place this 
card keeping its face hidden, at the upper left corner of the table. Another false cut, 
and remove the top three cards, do this by lifting up with your thumb at the 
s
the number, and they
s
 
T  

rce the double facer, and show it has a back at the same 
o do this you will use a 

u wherever they wish, flip over, 

d, all the face up cards above it, you place 
side. You now perform a double turnover, which is very easy due to the thick card 

underside of the selection is concealed form the audiences view. 
ick up the face up cards you just removed and replace them face down to the 

bottom of the deck, which is then tabled.  

he Vanish:

 
You are now going to fo
time (though obviously no mention is made of this fact). T
version of a Henry Christ force, as follows. Riffle down the side of the deck with 
you left  thumb, asking the spectator  to stop yo
book fashion, the cards above the stopped at point, face up. You are now going to 
spread up to the first face down car
a
below the top two. Once the double has been flipped face up on to the deck, 
remove the force card and table it then have it signed (as it's a double facer, I have 
them sign a sticker which I attach to the selection). It goes without saying, that you 
must ensure the 
P

 
T  

ick up the queens and turn them face up, end for end and do an Elmsley count, 
lacing the last card to the bottom (Underground Elmsley). Turn them face down, 
ook fashion  and hold them from above in the right hand. The left fingers 
pproach the packet palm up, with the fingers pointing towards the right. The left 
ngers slide out the bottom card, about a 1/4 inch to the left. Follow this by sliding 
ut the next card for about the same amount, this will be the special backed card. 
ext you apparently slide the next card in the same manner, however, you actually 

slide out the same card even further This will display 4 cards (figure 2). 
 

 
 

 
P
p
b
a
fi
o
N

to the left. 
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Figure 2. 
 

lip the packet  face up, book fashion in to left hand dealing position. Obtain a 
e face card (QD) by pushing it to the right very slightly with the left 

thumb. This action is covered with the right hand picking up the selection.  Place it 
face up on top of the queen packet, and perform a double turnover of the top two 
cards, easy because of the break. Immediately flip just the top single card face up 
again, and table it. Without pausing, take the new top card (Double facer) and table 
it on top of the QD, do the same with the QH and finally the QC. The selection has 
vanished. 
 
The Convincer:

F
break under th

 
 

ou will apparently slide out the next card 
 the same way, but you can't, because you will reveal the double faced card.  

 out the same card, until another back shows, you should be 
olding what appears to be a spread of four face down cards (as before in figure 

 
selection has vanished. Table the left hand cards face up. 

Pick up the Queens, making sure they are kept in the same order, and flip them 
face down book fashion. You are now going to show four backs, Holding the cards 
in right hand from above, the left hand palm up goes under the packet as before, 
and slides out the bottom card. In a continuing action the left hand fingers then 
slide out the next card (special backed). Y
in
Instead you pull
h
2). Though in reality, the backs of the middle two cards, are in fact the same card, 
and the top card is actually two cards held as one. You now momentarily place the 
cards in your left hand, while you reposition your right hand (note: Your left hand 
thumb keeps the double from separating). Two things are going to happen 
simultaneously. Your right hand will take the double card, and turn over palm 
down, spreading the cards with the thumb in the process, at the same time the left 
hand, also turns palm down and spreads it's cards (figures 3 and 4 show the move 
taking place). You have apparently shown the cards on both sides and yet the
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Figure 3.                                       Figure 4.                  
 
The Revelation: 
 
Take the QS in the left hand and the Diamond in the right hand. You are going to 
turn the mystery card over, switching in the double facer. To do this, execute the 
Trevor Lewis Monte move, as follows: The Spade slides below the mystery card, 
while the Diamond goes above. The mystery card is out jogged during this 
procedure. The left hand moves in a
bove, thumb underneath (figure 

 are turning over
he selection (figure 6).  

nd gr  

, t

ips the bottom two cards only, fingers
5), and turns palm up, turning its cards over, end 

he left thumb pushes the double facer, to 
a
for end, as the cards
he right, displaying tt
 

Figure 5.                                                        Figure 6. 

 
The Reset: 
 
To Reset the deck, finish as follows, table the selection and place the two Queens 
remaining in the left hand (spade below diamond) under the other two on the table. 
Pick up the face down deck (with  the double backer on top) in the left hand, Place 
the selection face up, and then flip face down using a double turnover (again the 
thick card will help).Turn the deck face up and riffle up the back end of the deck, up 
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to the thick card again, this time it will give you a break above the bottom three 
cards, retain this with your right thumb, swing cut the upper half to the left hand, flip 
face down, and drop the cards  below the break on top. Place the remaining cards 
face down, underneath, finally, pick up the queens and flip them face down book 
fashion on top of the deck. The trick is now reset and ready to go again. 
 
Credits: 
 
This routine is based upon an item of Jean-Pierre Valarino called Dream Wonder 
(Hence the title) Marketed by the Camirand Academy.  
 
The only part g, using the 

revor Lewis up
 of Jean-Pierre's handling that remains is the endin
 Monte Move, which can be found in Esolc that's close , written by 

bviously the effect is based upon Brother John Hamman's wonderful routine, The 

T
Phil Wilmarth. 
 
O
Signed Card, which can be found in The Card Secrets of Brother Hamman by 
Richard Kaufman. 
 
I realize that not many people will go to the trouble of making this up, but I think 
that had you seen it performed, you would certainly feel its worth the work. I know 
its yet another "One deck trick" but the fact that no reset is required makes it very 
practical to perform, in any case I feel that you cannot follow it. I normally use it 
when I have time to do just one trick. Try it, or someday I'll fool you with it. 
 

 
Manufacturing rights strictly reserved by the author. 
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A Colourful Triumph 
 

Effect: 
 
A card is selected and returned to the pack, which is then shuffled together some 

ce-up and some face-down. The cards are spread and they have instantly turned 

d the back
olor, from red to blue. 

fa
the right way around again, except for one that remains face down, it proves to be 
the selection. For a climax the deck is turned over an s have changed 
c
 
Set-up: 
 
Needed is a simple gimmick, which is very easy to prepare. It consists of two red 
backed cards joined together with Scotch tape (Figure 1). Note on the photograph 
black tape was used for visibility, however, for performance use clear tape. To 
make things easier later on, take a pen and make a bold mark on the gimmick at 

e inner left corner as shown. Fold the gimmick in half, so that the tape is on the 

ce them 
to a blue card case. That completes the preparation. 

Figure 1 
 
Performance:

th
inside. You will also need a matching pack and three cards with a contrasting back 
design. For the sake of explanation I will assume that you are using a red backed 
deck with the three extra cards from a blue deck. To prepare for performance, 
place the gimmick on top of the deck, open end toward you, and two of the blue 
cards are on top of the gimmick. The other one goes on the bottom. Pla
in

 
 
The Force: 
 
Remove the deck from the case and hold it face up in Hindu shuffle position in your 
right hand, in preparation for a variation of the Hindu shuffle force as follows 
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(Figure 2). Begin by p nd, and then without 
pausing pull off a bunc in the standard Hindu 
handling. Continue pulling off packets asking the spectator to say stop whenever 

.. When they stop you, place th cards that remain in your right hand in 
r about half of their length on the left hand cards. The right hand  

pproaches the left hand cards and grips both packets, with the thumb on top and 

eeling the face card in to the left ha
h of cards on top of the single card, as 

they wish
jogged fo

e 

a
fingers below from the front. Turn the entire deck face down, end for end, taking 
back in the left hand dealing position as before. Remove the top card of the bottom 
portion, being careful to keep the other cards square otherwise you could expose 
red backs. Hand the removed card to the spectator, this will be the selection  
(Figure 3) 
 
 

Figure 2 
 
 
The Control: 
 
As they show the ca
between them with the left little finger. Take 
down into the break, from the rear taking a 
hand approaches the deck and lifts
the bottom card (the selection) flick off 

     Figure 3 

rd to the audience, square the packets keeping a break
back the selection and insert in face 

break below it in the process. The right 
 the cards above the break very slightly, letting 

 

the right thumb, taking a break below it 
(Figure 4). Immediately flip all the cards above the break face up, adding the card 
above the break under the upper face up half. As this is done the lower half is also 
flipped face up. The right hand cards are placed on top of the left hand packet, 
keeping a break between them. As before the right hand comes over and lets the 

ottom card flick off the thumb and on to the top of the lower half, once again 
ve the face down selection. 

b
taking a break abo
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Figure 4 

You are now going to turn the deck face 
 

Figure 5.                                                       Figure 6. 

down maintaining a break in the process. 
 

Your left fingers push all the cards above t
under the left side of the deck to flip it over
will enable you to retake t
in to left hand dealing position, this time fa
break and complete the cut, keeping the break yet again.  

he break to the left as your thumb goes
 (Figure 5). This will create a step, which 

he break between the packets as the deck is repositioned 
ce down (Figure 6). Cut the cards at the 

 
 
 
First Shuffle: 
 
Cut all the cards above the break to the table, being careful to keep the cards 
square. You will now perform the Tenkai optical reverse move, which is far 
easier to do than it sounds, as follows: You are holding about half the deck in 
dealing position in the left hand, the top card is an odd blue one, below that is the 
gimmick, followed by the rest of the red deck, and finally the bottom card is the odd 
blue backed selection which is face up. The right hand cuts off about half the cards 

 Biddle grip turning palm up, as soon as the hand starts to move the left hand 
rns palm down slapping its cards on top of the right hand cards. The left hands 
ovement must be done carefully to avoid flashing any red backs (Figures 7 and 8 

how the move in action). Place the cards down on the table in this condition. 
eparate the packets and riffle shuffle them together. The only important thing is to 

in
tu
m
s
S
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begin the shuffle by letting at least three 
he left

cards from the right hand portion fall first 
and that the top card of t  hand portion must be on top after the shuffle is 
completed. 

 
Figure 7.                                                        Figure 8. 

 
 
The Second Shuffle: 

Flip the previously tabled half face up plac
up/face down pile and begin a 
precise. It is important that the open 
right hand packet) is facing 
cards, and only two, fall from the bottom of
mark at this point you know you are at 
shuffle with the bottom card from the left packet (could be 2 or
then a few from the right, then a normal shu
the right hand pile falls last.        

 

second shuffle. This tim
end of  

towards the left. Begin the se

ing it to the left of the supposedly face 
e the shuffle has to be more 

 the gimmick (second from bottom of
cond shuffle by letting two 

 the right hand packet, if you see your 
the right place (Figure 9). Continue the 

 3 but 1 is better) 
ffle, making sure that the top card of 

Figure 9 
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The Climax: 
 
Pick up the deck in left hand dealing position. The open end of the gimmick should 
be towards you.  Remove the bottom card, with the right hand show it both sides 
and buckle or pinkie pull down the new bottom card, and insert it into the break 

rd into the center of the deck this is 
mixed face up and face down, etc. 

Spread the deck face up showing that all the cards are facing the same way, 
ce down. Split the deck at the selection, remove it, 

it face down on the table. Pick up the 
 the cut. For the climax, flip the deck 
on spread on the table, revealing that 

two odd blue cards will be hidden inside 
hed at your convenience  (See below). 

he gimmick will lie round about centre of the deck with the open end towards you. 
The left thumb ct like a thick 
ard allowing the right hand to cut the deck at that point. The gimmick should be at 
e bottom of the upper half, which is placed to the right, with the open end towards 

xecute a riffle shuffle beginning with the right hand half. 
he right thumb lets the gimmick flick off it and fall to the table, the left hand then 

face up. Finally slip cut the top face down ca
done as you patter about the cards being 

except for one that remains fa
and show it is the selected card, then place 
deck, cut it at the separation and complete
face down (side to side) and do a wide ribb
the backs have changed color to red. The 
the gimmick, which can be secretly ditc
 
The Clean-up: 
 
T

 riffles down the outer left corner. The gimmick will a
c
th
the right. You are going to e
T
begins to release its cards and continue the shuffle. Do not push the cards square 
after the shuffle, instead the left hand lifts up on its half of the deck, which in turn 
will also lift the right hand half, leaving just the gimmick on the table. It is important 
that you keep the front edge of the deck pressed against the table concealing the 
gimmick from view. The right thumb pushes the gimmick off the edge of the table 
and on to the lap (Figure 10). This is based on a well known Marlo card reverse. 
 

Figure 10 
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Credits: 

d on a Derek Dingle routine, called Color Triumphant, which can 
le's Deceptions written by Harry Lorayne. I have always liked the 

ffect but several things didn't quite suit me, hence the reason for this offering. The 

 
This trick is base
be found in Ding
e
gimmick is a very old idea, though I read about it in one of the Lewis Ganson 
Teach in series, Rovi Reveals. Rovi  also used it for a Color changing Deck 
effect, but the gimmick was handled in an entirely different way. 
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